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following the ACTV. Figure 8.2 shows an added cycle of delay, indicating a clock period less than
20 ns but greater than 10 ns (a 50–100 MHz frequency range). During idle cycles, a no-operation
(NOP) command is indicated by leaving RAS*, CAS*, and WE* inactive.

The RD command is performed by asserting CAS* and presenting the desired bank select and
column address along with the auto-precharge (AP) flag. A particular bank must be selected, be-
cause the multibank SDRAM architecture enables reads from any bank. AP is conveyed by address
bit 10 during applicable commands, including reads and writes. Depending on the type of command,
AP has a different meaning. In the case of a read or write, the assertion of AP tells the SDRAM to
automatically precharge the activated row after the requested transaction completes. Precharging a
row returns it to a quiescent state and also clears the way for another row in the same bank to be ac-
tivated in the future. A single DRAM bank cannot have more than one row active at any given time.
Automatically precharging a row after a transaction saves the memory controller from explicitly pre-
charging the row after the transaction. If, however, the controller wants to take full advantage of the
SDRAM’s back-to-back bursting capabilities by leaving the same row activated for a subsequent
transaction, it may be worthwhile to let the controller decide when to precharge a row. This way, the
controller can quickly reaccess the same row without having to issue a redundant ACTV command.
AP also comes into play when issuing separate precharge commands. In this context, AP determines
if the SDRAM should precharge all of its banks or only the bank selected by the address bus.

Once the controller issues the RD command (it would be called RDA if AP is asserted to enable
auto-precharge), it must wait a predetermined number of clock cycles before the data is returned by
the SDRAM. This delay is known as 

 

CAS latency

 

, or CL. SDRAMs typically implement two latency
options: two and three cycles. The example in Fig. 8.2 shows a CAS latency of two cycles. It may
sound best to always choose the lower latency option, but as always, nothing comes for free. The
SDRAM trades off access time (effectively, t

 

CO

 

) for CAS latency. This becomes important at higher
clock frequencies where fast t

 

CO

 

 is crucial to system operation. In these circumstances, an engineer
is willing to accept one cycle of added delay to achieve the highest clock frequency. For example, a
Micron Technology MT48LC32M8A2-7E 256-Mb SDRAM can operate at 143 MHz with a CAS la-
tency of three cycles, but only 133 MHz with a CAS latency of two cycles.

 

*

 

 One cycle of additional
delay will be more than balanced out by a higher burst transfer rate. At lower clock rates, it is often
possible to accept the slightly increased access time in favor of a shorter CAS latency.

 

*  256MSDRAM_D.p65-RevD; Pub. 1/02, Micron Technologies, 2001, p. 11.
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tRAS to CAS CAS Latency=2

FIGURE 8.2 Four-word SDRAM burst read (CL = 2, BL = 4).
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Once the CAS latency has passed, data begins to flow on every clock cycle. Data will flow for as
long as the specified burst length. In Fig. 8.2, the standard burst length is four words. This parameter
is configurable and adds to the flexibility of an SDRAM. The controller is able to set certain param-
eters at start-up, including CAS latency and burst length. The burst length then becomes the default
unit of data transfer across an SDRAM interface. Longer transactions are built from multiple back-
to-back bursts, and shorter transactions are achieved by terminating a burst before it has completed.
SDRAMs enable the controller to configure the standard burst length as one, two, four, or eight
words, or the entire row. It is also possible to configure a long burst length for reads and only single-
word writes. Configuration is performed with the mode register set (MRS) command by asserting
the three primary control signals and driving the desired configuration word onto the address bus.

As previously mentioned, DQM signals function as an output disable on a read. The DQM bus (a
single signal for SDRAMs with data widths of eight bits or less) follows the CAS* timing and,
therefore, leads read data by the number of cycles defined in the CAS latency selection. The preced-
ing read can be modified as shown in Fig. 8.3 to disable the two middle words.

In contrast, write data does not have an associated latency with respect to CAS*. Write data be-
gins to flow on the same cycle that the WR/WRA command is asserted, as shown in Fig. 8.4. This
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FIGURE 8.3 Four-word SDRAM burst read with DQM disable (CL = 2, BL = 4).
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D0 x x D3

FIGURE 8.4 Four-word SDRAM burst write with DQM masking (BL = 4).
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